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Notable Treatise on Riparian Law
with Illustrations and Three Folding Tables
1. Aimo, Battista [1550-1589].
Fritsch, Ahasver [1629-1701], Editor.
Tractatus Singularis De Universo Alluvionum Jure, (Von Zuwachs- oder Anflössungs-Recht). Ante Annos Septuaginta Primum Editus,
Nunc Verò Diligenter Revisus, A Plurimis Mendis Repurgatus, Novisque Notis & Animadversionibus Adauctus. Opera & Studio
Ahasveri Fritschi. Jena: Sumtibus Zachariae Hertel, 1675. [xxiv], 536 (i.e. 556), 36 pp. Three folding tables. 33 text woodcuts.
Quarto (7-3/4" x 6-1/4").
Contemporary calf, raised bands and lettering piece to spine. Light rubbing to boards, moderate rubbing to extremities,
some chipping to spine ends, joints just starting at head, some offsetting to margins of endleaves. Title page printed in red
and black. Moderate toning to text, light foxing in a few places, light soiling to title page. $2,250.
* Second edition by Fritsch. Aimo's influential treatise addresses a thorny aspect of riparian law: alluvium, that is, soil
deposited on a shore by a river that modifies the dimensions of a parcel of land. A fine example of humanistic legal
scholarship, it is notable for its application of geometry-based surveying techniques, which are illustrated in the plates and
woodcuts. First published in 1580, it went through several editions into the eighteenth century. The illustrations in this
edition add German case studies to Aimo's Greek and Roman examples. One of the tables includes an image of the
Neckar River. Das Verzeichnis der im Deutschen Sprachraum Erschienenen Drucke des 17. Jahrhunderts 12:150780R.
Order This Item
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Three Rare Argentinean Items
2. [Argentina].
Codigo Penal de la Provincia de Corrientes. Buenos Aires: Imprenta de Pablo E. Coni, 1878. 110 pp.
[Bound with]
Llerena, Juan.
La Provincia de Buenos Aires y su Nueva Capital. Buenos Aires: Establecimiento Tipografico, 1881. 54 pp.
[And]
Stegmann, Carlos.
Construccion y Disposicion Interior de las Escuelas Publicas en Relacion con la Higiene. Buenos Aires: Imprenta de Pablo E. Coni,
1878. 24 pp. Five plates, two folding.
Octavo (9-1/4" x 6-1/4"). Later cloth, gilt titles to spine. Light shelfwear, some toning to text, final three leaves of
Construccion detached, internally clean. $950.
* Only editions located. The first item is the penal code for Corrientes, one of the provinces of Argentina. The second
title, which is not legal in nature, is an essay defending the establishment of Buenos Aires as the national capital in 1880.
Illustrated with plates depicting classrooms and school furniture, the final title is a book of regulations governing the
construction of schools and the furnishing of classrooms. All of these titles are rare. OCLC locates 1 copy each of
Corrientes and Provincia (both in Germany), no copies of Construccion. See Borchard, Guide to the Law and Legal Literature of
Argentina, Brazil and Chile 115-116. Order This Item
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Shakespeare on Poker
3. Ballard, Martha C.
Shakespeare on Poker. Denver: The Ballard Publishing Company, [1906]. [ii], [12] ff. Oblong octavo (6" x 7").
Original limp reversed calf, thong-tied along spine, black-stamped title to front cover, moire silk endpapers. Text with
color illustrations on rectos of thick satin-textured paper. Some fading to sections of front cover, light toning to text, light
soiling and foxing to a few leaves. $500.
* Only edition. This book is a series of color plates depicting poker hands accompanied by appropriate quotations from
Shakespeare, such as "The whole world again cannot pick out five such" (Love's Labour's Lost, Act V, Scene 2) below an
image of a five of a kind, aces. OCLC locates 12 copies. Order This Item
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Sixteenth-Century Compilations of Bavarian Law
4. [Bavaria].
[William IV (1493-1550), Duke of Bavaria].
[Ludwig X (1495-1545), Duke of Bavaria].
Reformacion der Barisch[e]n Lanndrecht: Nach Cristj Unsers Hailmachers Geburde Im[m] Funftzehenhundert unnd Achtzehendm Jar
Aufgericht. [Munich: Hans Schobsser, 1518]. [xxxvi], 168, [1] ff. Final leaf is a blank. Two-page woodcut table of descent.
[Bound with]
[Bavaria].
[William IV, Duke of Bavaria].
Das Büch der Gemeinen Lanndpot. Landsordnung. Satzung und Gebreuch/ des Furstennthombs in Oberen und Nidern Bairn im
Funftzehenhundert unnd Sechtzehendem Jar Aufgericht. [Landshut: Johann Weißenburger, 1530]. [xii], 67 (i.e. 69) ff.
[And]
[Bavaria].
[William IV, Duke of Bavaria].
Gerichtzordnung Im F[ue]rstnthumb Obern und Nidern Barn, Anno 1520 Aufgericht. [Munich: Hans Schobser 1520]. [xvi], 87 ff.
Fol. 87 is a high-quality bound-in facsimile.
Later calf, raised bands, blind-stamped ornaments and lettering piece to spine, blind tooling to board edges, text block has
speckled edges. Light rubbing and some minor nicks and scuffs to boars, moderate rubbing to extremities, some chipping
to head of spine, front joint just starting at foot, corners bumped and somewhat worn, partial crack between text block
and rear free endpaper. All three works printed in red and black with large woodcut vignettes by Caspar Clofigl to title
pages, Reformacion and Büch der Gemeinen Lanndpot feature identical image of the Dukes of Bavaria, Wilhelm and Ludwig.
Light toning, somewhat heavier in places, occasional faint dampstaining to margins, touching text in a few places, light
foxing to a few leaves, light soiling to title pages, title page of Reformacion partially detached, that of Gerichtzordnung trimmed
closely along fore-edge just touching text. $3,500.
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* Reformacion, Gerichtzordnung: first edition; Büch der Gemeinen Lanndpot: reissue of the first edition, 1520. This book collects
three important compilations of German statutes. Enacted in 1518, the Bavarian Reformacion revised the Bavarian civil and
criminal law code of 1346. It is notable, in part, because it incorporated input solicited by the Dukes of Bavaria from
representative groups of subjects, and for its use of German rather than Latin. Also conceived with local input, the Büch der
Gemeinen Lanndpot revised Bavaria's complicated land laws. The Gerichtzordnung revised Bavaria's court system. Das
Verzeichnis der im Deutschen Sprachbereich Erschienenen Drucke des 16. Jahrhunderts B1007, B970, B989.

Order This Item
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Extra-Illustrated with Fourteen Plates
5. Belaney, Robert.
The Massacre at the Carmes in 1792; When an Archbishop, Two Bishops, And About Two Hundred Priests Suffered Martyrdom for the
Faith. London: Edward Lumley, 1855. viii, 151 pp. Extra-illustrated with 14 plates with tissue guards. Octavo (8-1/4" x 51/4").
Later three-quarter morocco over cloth, a signed binding by Alfred Smith & Co., raised bands, gilt title and gilt ornaments
to spine, top -edge gilt, marbled endpaper, ribbon marker. Negligible light rubbing to extremities, corners lightly bumped.
Moderate toning to text, faint stains to a few leaves, light foxing to some of the plates, small early owner stamp and
signature to head of title page. $850.
* Only edition. This book examines an event that occurred during the September Massacres in 1792, a horrific series of
government-sponsored mass killing of political prisoners in Paris during the French Revolution. This horrific decision was
motivated by a desire for revenge, a need to assert control, a fear of conspiracy and concern about an imminent war with
Prussia. Around 1,000 to 1,500 people were killed, about half of the prison population. The murder of priests, two bishops
and an archbishop in Carmes Prison, a former Carmelite convent, was especially shocking. By the early 1800s these men
were considered martyrs by Catholics. For conservatives, their massacre showed the danger of revolution to the
established social order. Among the added plates in our copy are depictions of Pope Pius VI, Edmund Burke and
Napoleon III. British Museum Catalogue (Compact Edition) 2:787. Order This Item
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The Most Elaborately Illustrated Edition
of Campbell's Lives of the Chief Justices
6. Campbell, John, 1st Baron Campbell [1779-1861].
[Cockcroft, James, Editor].
The Lives of the Chief Justices of England: From the Norman Conquest Till the Death of Lord Tenterden. New and Revised Edition, With
Illustrations and Numerous Annotations. Northport, Long Island, N.Y.: Edward Thompson Co., 1894-1899. Five volumes. 126
full page illustrations, 13 of which are colored lithographs. Complete set. Quarto (10" x 7-1/2").
Original white spines over crimson boards, with gilt titles to front boards and spines, top-edges gilt, oil cloth dust jackets
with gilt titles to spines, cloth-covered slipcases. Light fading and minor spotting to spines of dust jackets, moderate
rubbing to extremities of slipcases. Color frontispieces, title pages printed in red and black, interiors notably fresh. $550.
* New and Revised edition. This classic study, which went through several editions, is an incomparable storehouse of legal
history and anecdote. "If [Campbell's] jocosity is not always seasonable, or in taste, it seldom fails to amuse.": Atlay, The
Victorian Chancellors II:181-183 cited in Marke, A Catalogue of the Law Collection at New York University (1953) 151.
Order This Item
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Two of Damhouder's Classic Treatises on
Civil and Criminal Law with 71 Illustrations
7. Damhouder [Damhoudere], Josse de [1507-1581].
Practycke in Civile Saken, Seer Nut, Profytelijck Ende Noodigh Allen Schouten, Burgermeesteren, Schepenen, Ende Andere Rechteren. Uyt de
Latijnsche in de Nederduytsche Tale Over-Geset, Ende met Schoone Figuren, Tot Elcke Materie Dienende, Verciert. Rotterdam: By Pieter
van Waesberge, 1660. [xxxvi], 592, [32] pp. 14 engraved copperplate leaves, 1 depicting an allegory of justice, the others
depicting crimes, trials and legal procedures, copperplate engraved portrait to title page.
[Bound with]
Damhouder, Josse de.
Practycke in Criminele Saken, Seer Nut, Profytelijck Allen Souverains, Bailjous, Burgermeesteren, Ende Schepenen, &c. Hier is noch by
Gevoeght d'Ordonnantie, Op 't Stuck van de Criminele Justitie, In dese Nederlanden. Alles met Schoone Figueren, Daer toe Dienende
Verciert. Rotterdam: By Pieter van Waesberge, 1660. [viii], 264; 59, [1] pp. The final section, with a separate title page dated
1660, is titled Ordonnantie Edict Ende Gebodt, Ons's Heeren des Koninghs, Op'tstuck van de Criminale Justitien, In dese Nederlanden.
Copperplate engraved portrait to title page, 56 woodcuts depicting crimes, trials, torture and executions.
Quarto (7-3/4" x 6"). Contemporary vellum with lapped edges, early hand-lettered title and fragments of later paper shelf
label to spine. Light soiling and a few minor spots to boards, spine darkened, a few minor nicks to spine ends. Title pages
(excepting that of Ordonnantie) printed in red and black. Light toning to text, somewhat heavier in places, light browning to
outer margins of a few leaves. An appealing copy. $2,000.
* Later editions. First published in 1557 and 1554 as Praxis Rerum Civilium and Praxis Rerum Criminalium, these were
standard works that went through several editions in Latin, French and Dutch into the early seventeenth century.
Synthetic works drawn mostly from Roman-Dutch sources, they are notable as early examples of illustrated law books.
Our 1660 edition of Civile Saken is distinguished by fine copperplates, most of them illustrating aspects of legal process.
Our 1650 edition of Criminele Saken is illustrated throughout with cruder, but more vivid, woodcuts depicting adultery,
murder, theft and many other crimes. Damhouder was an advisor to the Duke of Burgundy and a prolific author of legal
and religious treatises. Dekkers, Bibliotheca Belgica Juridica 44. Order This Item
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Classic Illustrated 16th-Century Treatise on Criminal Law
8. Damhouder, Josse (Joost) de [1507-1581].
Praxis Rerum Criminalium: Praetoribus, Propraetoribus, Consulibus, Proconsulibus, Magistratibus, Reliquisque id Genus Iustitiariis ac
Officiaiis, Apprime Utilis & Necessaria. Antwerp: Ioannem Bellerum, 1570. [xxxii], 508, [64] pp. Latin text printed in double
columns. 70 large woodcuts in text. 68 depict criminal acts, 2 depict types of torture. Large armorial woodcuts at
beginning and end of book. Quarto (8-1/2" x 6-1/2").
Contemporary limp vellum with yapp edges, early hand-lettered title to spine, ties lacking. Soiling, somewhat heavier to
spine, a few minor stains, moderate wear to extremities, wear to bottom edge and corner of front cover with some loss,
front pastedown loose and worn, rear pastedown loose, recent owner bookplate to front free endpaper, minor, gradually
diminishing dog-earing to lower corners of first 16 leaves. Moderate toning to text, somewhat heavier in places, occasional,
and negligible, minor dampstaining to bottom edge of text block, faint inkstains to a few leaves. An appealing copy.
$2,500.
* First published in 1554, this was the first comprehensive book devoted to the investigation, interrogation, trial and
punishment of criminals published in northern Europe. A synthetic work drawn mostly from Roman-Dutch sources, it
was based on Philip Wielant's Practycke Crimineele (c.1510) and other earlier treatises, it is notable for its original and
extensive discussion of witchcraft and use of visual illustrations. The text is illustrated throughout with woodcuts depicting
adultery, murder, theft and many other crimes, along with forms of torture and execution. Published in Latin, Dutch and
French, it was standard authority throughout the continent for many years. Damhouder was an advisor to the Duke of
Burgundy and a prolific author of legal and religious treatises. Dekkers, Bibliotheca Belgica Juridica 44. Order This Item
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Contains the First Illustration
of an Auction to Appear in a Book
9. Damhouder, Josse (Joost) de [1507-1581].
Pupillorum Patrocinium, Legum et Praxeos Studiosis; Non Minus Utile Quam Necessarium, Iconibus Materiae Subiectae Convenientibus
Illustratum, Iam Denuo Vigili Cura, & Non Poenitenda Accessione Locupletatum. Item De Magnificentia Politiae Amplissimae
Civitatis Brugarum, Cum Eiusdem Topographia, & In Laudem Aplissimi Senatus Oratione. Subhastationum Compendiosa Exegesis,
Iterum Recognita & Locupletata. Index Verborum Rerunque Locupletissimus. Antwerp: Apud Ioannem Bellerum, 1564. [xii], 180,
[18] ff. Main text in parallel columns. 12 woodcut plates, 1 double-page. Quarto (7-1/2" x 6-1/4").
Contemporary limp vellum, early hand-lettered title to spine, endpapers renewed. Moderate soiling, light rubbing to
extremities, corners bumped and lightly worn. Moderate toning, light foxing and faint dampstaining to a few leaves, light
edgewear faint early owner signature and a few minor tears to title page, another minor tear to f. 71., paper repairs to
margins of title page, fol. 1 and fol. 71. An attractive copy of a scarce edition. $3,500.
* Third edition. First published in 1544, this is a comprehensive treatise on the law of guardian and ward. Like
Damhouder's works on civil and criminal law, Pupillorum Patrocinium has plates that illustrate points in the text. One depicts
three young orphans with their guardian, tutor, godfather, conservator and executor before a magistrate, facing preface.
Other plates depict situations in later stages of life, such as a guardian introducing a child to a teacher, the guardian and
child at a shoemaker's shop and the guardian making a record of his charge's assets with an accountant. This edition
incorporates two other works. De Magnificentia Policiae Amplissimae Civitatis Brugarum, first published in 1544, is a political
and sociological study of Bruges. It is illustrated with a folding plan of the city. Subhastationum Compendiosa Exegesis, first
published in 1546, is a brief treatise on public sales. It has an illustration of an auction scene. This is believed to be the first
depiction of an auction to appear in a book. OCLC locates 10 copies in North America, 5 in law libraries (Columbia,
George Washington University, Harvard, Library of Congress, Yale). Dekkers, Bibliotheca Belgica Juridica 44.
Order This Item
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"Murdered by the Contrivance of His Own Brother"
10. Foote, Samuel [1720-1777].
Memoirs of the Life of Sir John Dineley Goodere, Baronet, Who was Murdered by the Contrivance of His Own Brother, On Board the Ruby
Man of War, In King's Road, Near Bristol, Jan. 19, 1740-1. Together wtth [sic] the Life, History, Trial, And Last Dying Words of his
Brother Captain Samuel Goodere, Who was Executed at Bristol, With Matthew Mahony and Charles White, Two Sailors, His Accomplices,
On Wednesday, April 15, 1741, For the Horrid Murder of the Said Sir John Dineley Goodere, Bart. Worcsster [sic]: J. Butler, James
Grundy, [c. 1785?]. 48 pp. Two copperplate engravings, one a frontispiece. 12mo. (6-1/4" x 3-3/4").
Stab-stitched pamphlet in plain wrappers. Light soiling and some edgewear to exterior, moderate toning and occasional
light foxing to interior. $1,950.
* Sir John Dineley Goodere of Charlton, Worcester was murdered on his brother Samuel's orders, on board his brother's
ship, the HMS Ruby. Samuel and his two accomplices were hanged at Bristol. ESTC records only one copy of this edition,
at the British Library, and estimates the date as 1785; COPAC adds another printed copy at the National Library of
Scotland. OCLC locates 6 copies, 2 in North America, none in law libraries. This pamphlet was first published in London
c. 1741 with a title beginning The Genuine Memoirs of the Life of Sir John Dinely Goodere, Bart. Who was Murder'd by the Contrivance
of his Own Brother. It is equally rare. English Short-Title Catalogue T232363. Order This Item
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Well-Illustrated Digest of the Military
Law and Practice of the Holy Roman Empire
11. Fronsberger, Leonhardt.
[Amman, Jost (1539-1591), Illustrations].
Von Kayserlichem Kriegßrechten, Malefitz und Schuldhändlen, Ordnung und Regiment: Samt Derselbigen unnd Andern hoch oder Niderigen
Beuelch, Bestallung, Staht und Empter, zu Rossz und Fuß, An Geschütz und Munition, In Zug und Schlachtordnung, Zu Feld, Berg, Thal,
Wasser und Land, Vor oder in Besatzungen, Gegen oder von Feinden Fürzunemen, Welcher Art Sitten Herkommen und Gebrauch, Under
und bey Regierung deß Allerdurchleuchtigstenm Großmächttigsten, Unüberwindlichsten, Und Kriegßerfahrnen berümptisten Römischen Keysers
Caroli deß Fünfften, Hochlöblichster unseligster Gedechtniß, Geübt Ungebraucht, In Zehen Bücher Abgetheilt, Vergleichen nie is Gesehen
Worden, Von Neuwen Beschrieben und antag Geben durch Leonhardt Fronsperger. Mit Schönen Neuwen Figuren und einem Ordenlichen
Register. Jetzt von neuwem mit Sonderm fleiß Ubersehen, Und an vielen Örtern Gemehrt unnd Gebessert. Frankfurt: [Georg Raben, In
Verlegung Sigmund Feyerabends und Simon Hüters], 1565. [iv], CCLI, XXI, [7] ff. 6 copperplate folding plates by Jost
Amman. Woodcut text illustrations. Folio (12" x 7-3/4").
Contemporary paneled calf, rebacked in period style, raised bands to spine, clasps restored, hinges mended, preliminaries
and following gathering re-hinged. Some scuffing to boards with wear to edges and corners, large early armorial bookplate
of the Bavarian Ducal Library to front pastedown, front hinge starting. Title page with large woodcut vignette printed in
red and black. Moderate toning to text, light foxing in places, light edgewear to a few leaves at beginning of text, upper
corner of title page repaired, small later owner name neatly lettered below imprint date. A very appealing copy with all of
the often-lacking plates. $9,500.
Tel: (800) 422-6686 or (732) 382-1800 | Fax: (732) 382-1887 | law@lawbookexchange.com | www.lawbookexchange.com
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* Third edition with plates by Amman. Originally published in 1555, this comprehensive book was intended for officers
and others involved in the military and naval affairs of the Holy Roman Empire. Most of the book is devoted to aspects of
organization and the rules of engagement. As indicated by its title, it also provides extensive discussion of military law and
the laws of war. One of the woodcuts is a trial scene; another is an execution. The plates, by the notable Swiss-German
artist Amman, depict a military encampment and land and naval battle scenes. OCLC locates 11 copies of this edition,
none in North America. Verzeichnis der im Deutschen Sprachbereich Erschienenen Drucke des 16. Jahrhunderts F3118.

Order This Item
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"There Never Was Such a Horrible Scene of Villainy"
12. A Gentleman at Chichester.
A Full and Genuine History of the Inhuman and Unparallell'd Murders Committed on the Bodies of Mr. William Galley, A Custom-House
Officer in the Port of Southampton: And Mr. Daniel Chater, A Shoemaker, Of Fordingbridge in Hampshire. Together with an Account of the
Trials of the Seven Bloody Criminals, At Chichester, By Virtue of a Special Commission, On the 16th, 17th, And 18th of January, 1748: By
which it Appears, There Never Was Such a Horrible Scene of Villainy Ever Heard of, Or Known Before. With a Particular Account of Their
Behaviour at Their Trials, As Also While Under Confinement at Chichester, Both Before, At, And After Sentence of Death was Passed
Upon Them: Together with Their Lives, Confessions, Behaviour, And Last Dying Words at the Place of Execution, On Thursday January
19, The Day After They Receiv'd Sentence of Death. London: Printed for the Proprietor R. Walker, 1749. vi, 267, [5] pp. With
seven full page woodcut illustrations; without the red and black title page recorded in some copies. Octavo (6-1/4" x 4").
Contemporary or near-contemporary calf, gilt fillets and rules to boards, gilt spine with raised bands and lettering piece,
gilt tooling to outer and inner board edges, marbled endpapers, gilt edges. Light rubbing to boards and extremities, front
board nearly detached, light wear to spine ends, chip to head of spine, joints cracked, corners just bumped and very lightly
worn, hinges starting, early bookplate (of Walter Adams) to front pastedown and ms. note in an early hand to front
endleaf. Moderate toning to interior, light foxing in a few places, title page and two plates affected by trimming and
carefully mended, minor loss to text and images, legibility affected on title page only, flaw to text block of leaves Ff1-2
(219-222), mended carefully on Ff1, with minor loss to text and no loss to legibility. An appealing copy of a rare title.
$2,500.
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* First edition. The Hawkhurst Gang was a notorious group of smugglers based in southeast England. Galley, a customs
officer, arrested Chater, a gang member, in 1748 and turned him into an informer. Both men were then captured by other
members of the Hawkhurst gang and savagely murdered; Galley was beaten, tied to his horse and mutilated, while Chater
was tortured and stoned to death. The murderers were subsequently tried and executed. Walter Adams, the owner of our
copy, was a Framingham, Massachusetts resident who served on the board of selectmen from 1882-1889. The note to the
front endleaf, likely his, reads: "This very scarce book of which I never saw another copy has all the plates as mentioned at
end- to them who [relish?] this kind of reading, it is a strange record of barbarities of the most appalling nature which
could hardly be credited had they not been verified by proof-."
This account went through several subsequent editions with slight variations in title and text. The eighth and final edition
of these appeared c.1858. A similar title was issued in 1749 by B. Dickinson; it shares text with the R. Walker edition but is
shorter and unillustrated. Our edition is rare. OCLC locates 5 copies, 3 in North America (UCLA, Louisiana State
University, Trial Court Law Library of Worcester). English Short-Title Catalogue N31819.

Order This Item
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Handsome Illustrated Giunta Edition of the Decretum Gratiani
13. Gratian the Canonist [c. 1090-c.1160].
Johannes Teutonicus (or Zeneka) [d.1253], Glossator.
Bartolomeo da Brescia (d.1258), Glossator.
Martinus, Polonus [d. 1279], Margariti Decreti.
Joannes, Diaconus Hispanus, Flos Decreti.
Decretus Gratiani Cu[m] Glossis D[omi]ni Joannis Theutonici Prepositi Alberstatensis [et] Annotationibus Bartholomei Brixiensis,
Divisionibus Archidiaconi, Casibus a Bene. So[m]positis per Bart. Brixi. Correctis [et] pro Clariore I[n]tellectu[m] Pluribus in Locis Extensis,
Concordia ad Bibliam, Tabula Marginalium Glossularum, Omnium Canonum [et] Conciliorum, Margarita Decreti, Flosculis Totius Decreti
a Domi[n]o Joanne Diacono Compositis, Additione in Margine Litterarum Quo Minusculi Characteres Lineis Intercepti Citius Legenti
Apparea[n]t. [Venice: Per Lucantonium de Giunta, 1514]. [xxxviii], cccccclii [652], [76] ff. Lacking 5 leaves supplied in
facsimile: S8 (fol. cxliiii) and 4Q3-6; leaves 4Q1-2 and 4Q7-8 each duplicated to make 8 leaves in signature 4Q. Main text
in parallel columns surrounded by linear gloss. Three full-page woodcut illustrations (of Christ's Scourging facing fol. 1,
and the "Arbor Consanguinitatis" and "Arbor Affinitatis" on leaves 594b and 595a), and 128 (of 130) woodcuts
throughout text. Quarto (8" x 5-3/4").
Recent period-style laced flexible vellum, hand-lettered title to spine, endleaves renewed, edges rouged. Light wear to laces,
two lacking and three broken, binding secure. Text printed throughout in red and black. Light toning to text, slightly
heavier in places, occasional light foxing and faint dampstaining to margins, somewhat darker dampstaining to first few
leaves and title page, which is lightly soiled, neatly mended on fore and bottom edges and marked with a few early
annotations near its bottom margin, neatly mended light worming to bottom margin of most leaves of index, brief ms
notes in a few places and small manicule to verso of ff. cxxxii. An appealing copy. $2,000.
* This edition is notable for its elegant typography and numerous woodcuts illustrating key points in the text. The
Concordia Discordantia Canonum, or Decretum Gratiani, is the cornerstone of modern canon law. The first work of its kind, it
was supposedly compiled by Gratian, a Camaldolese monk, around 1140. Using the latest scholastic and juristic techniques
from Bologna, he created a work that synthesized the existing body of canon law. The Decretum Gratiani addresses various
aspects of legal jurisdiction as well as administrative issues like baptism, feast days, confirmation and the consecration of
churches. In addition to the Glossa Ordinaria of Joannes Teutonicus and the glosses of Bartolomeo da Brescia, this imprint
includes the Flos Decreti of Johannes Hispanus, a set of commentaries on Gratian, and the Margarita Decreti of Polonus
Martinus, a collection of excerpts from the Decretals of Gregory IX. A complete work (and bibliographically distinct), it is
part of a three-volume edition of the Corpus Juris Canonici issued by Giunta in 1514. Censimento Nazionale Delle Edizioni
Italiane del XVI Secolo CNCE 13367. Order This Item
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The Legal Status of Wives in Roman Law
14. Grupen, Christian Ulrich [1692-1767].
Tractatio De Uxore Romana: Cum Ea, Quae In Manum Convenit, Farre, Coemtione Et Usu, Tum Illa, Quae Uxor Tantummodo
Habebatur. Hanover: Apud Nic. Foersterum et Fil., 1727. [xxx], 348, [20] pp. Lacking blank leaf following p. [xxx]. 5
engraved copperplates, 1 folding. Octavo (6-1/2" x 4-1/2").
Later marbled boards, calf lettering piece to spine, endpapers renewed. Light rubbing to boards and extremities, some
fading to spine. Title page, with woodcut image of a Roman coin, printed in red and black. Some toning, light foxing in a
few places, margins of plates neatly trimmed, tiny "II." in small early hand to upper corner of title page. An attractive copy.
$750.
* Only edition. This treatise explores marriage and the legal status and matrimonial responsibilities of women under
Roman law. Grupen was a notable legal scholar and historian who served as an advisor to the House of Hanover. He had
a particular interest in Woman and issues relating to marriage. His publications include De Uxore Theoretica (1748) and
Tractatio Iuridica de Virgine (1716). Das Verzeichnis Deutscher Drucke des 18. Jahrhunderts 10255516-004. Order This Item
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A Witty (And Very French) View of Family Law
15. Hémard, Joseph [1880-1961], Illustrator.
Code Civil: Livre Premier, Des Personnes: Titres V. Du Mariage. VI. Du Divorce. VII. De la Paternité. VIII. De l'Adoption. IX. De la
Puissance Paternelle. X. De la Minorité. XI. De la Majorité. Paris: Rene Kieffer, [1925]. [vi], 126, [4] pp. Pochoir color text
illustrations. Quarto (8" x 6-1/2").
Original publisher stiff wrappers with protective tissue-paper wrapper, untrimmed edges. Binding slightly cocked, some
rubbing to extremities with light wear to spine ends, creases and a few small cracks to spine. Light toning to text, vivid
illustrations, internally clean. $750.
* From an edition limited to 900 copies, this number 376. Hémard presents the official text of the sections of the French
Civil Code dealing with family law with witty, and often mildly erotic, color pochoir illustrations. Hemard applied this
treatment to two other legal works Code Penal (1940) and Code General des Impôts Directs et Taxes Assimilées (1944). Hémard, a
prolific artist, illustrator, designer and author, is best-known for his humorously illustrated editions of serious non-fiction
books. Order This Item
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Illustrated Account of Two English White-Collar
Criminals Who Were Transported to Australia
16. J.B.
Redpath, Leopold [1816-1891].
Robson, William James [1820?-1884].
Scenes from the Lives of Robson and Redpath. London: W.M. Clark, [1857]. 112 pp. Woodcut illustrations. Octavo (8-1/4" x 51/4").
Stab-stitched pamphlet bound into near-contemporary quarter morocco over cloth, gilt rules to boards, lettering piece to
spine. Some bubbling to boards, moderate rubbing to extremities, corners bumped and somewhat worn, front hinge
cracked, small owner label (dated 1888) and later library bookplate to front pastedown, first two signatures of text partially
detached but secure, a few partial cracks to text block. Light toning to text, somewhat heavier in places, wear to corners of
a few leaves, some soiling and small embossed bookseller stamp to title page. $500.
* Only edition. Presented as educational, this is a biography of two unrelated criminals who amassed huge fortunes
through fraud and were eventually convicted and transported to Australia. Robson pursued a variety of schemes over
several decades; Redpath, a clerk for the Great Northern Railway Company, defrauded his employer. OCLC locates 11
copies, 5 in North America, 1 in a law library (Social Law). British Museum Catalogue (Compact Edition) 2:34.
Order This Item
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Two Titles by an Important Scottish Jurist, One
With Several Hand-Colored Leaves of Arms and Heraldic Devices
17. Mackenzie, Sir George [1636-1691].
Observations Upon the Laws and Customs of Nations, As to Precedency. Edinburgh: Printed by the Heir of Andrew Anderson,
Printer to His most Sacred Majesty, 1680. [xviii], [2], 92, 89-92 pp., text continuous. With engraved portrait frontispiece of
George Mackenzie.
[With]
Mackenzie, Sir George.
The Science of Herauldry, Treated as a Part of the Civil Law, And Law of Nations: Wherein Reasons are Given for its Principles, And
Etymologies for its Harder Terms. Edinburgh: Printed by the Heir of Andrew Anderson, Printer to His most Sacred Majesty,
1680. [xiii], 98 [i.e. 102], [6] pp. With a copperplate pictorial title page and 30 leaves of arms and other heraldic devices,
several hand-colored.
Folio (15" x 9-1/2"). Recent three-quarter calf over cloth boards, raised bands, blind fillets, lettering piece and gilt date to
spine, endpapers renewed. A few small nicks, scratches and stains to calf, corners slightly bumped. Light toning to interior,
light soiling in a few places, title page of Observations crudely mended without loss, both frontispieces and several corners in
Herauldry mended with minor loss, small tears to two plates in Herauldry mended. $950.
* First editions. Mackenzie was Lord Advocate during the reigns of Charles II and James II. He is best known for his
leading role in the persecution of Scottish Presbyterians, which earned him the nickname "Bloody MacKenzie." An
important jurist, scholar and author, he was also the founder of the Advocates Library, which is now Scotland's national
law library. This volume features two of his legal and historical works. Observations is an overview of a wide range of topics
related to the precedence of heirs, including women, twins and madness. The Science of Herauldry discusses the history, legal
rights and entitlement to the use of heraldic arms, and also describes the components of arms. It is supplemented by
detailed plates, several of which are colored in ink by an early hand. English Short-Title Catalogue R5733, R21727.
Order This Item
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With Four Woodcuts, Two Full-Page
18. Maurer, Georg Ludwig [1790-1872].
Geschichte des Altgermanischen und Namentlich Altbairischen Oeffentlich-Muendlichen Gerichtsverfahrens, Dessen Vortheile, Nachtheile und
Untergang in Deutschland Ueberhaupt und in Baiern Indesondere. Heidelberg: Akademische Buchhandlung von J.C.B. Mohr, 1824.
xviii, 362 pp. Three plates with four woodcuts, two cuts full-page. Quarto (10" x 8").
Contemporary speckled boards, lettering piece to spine, edges rouged. Light wear to spine ends and corners, a few partial
cracks to text block. Toning, light foxing to a few leaves. Small early owner signature to title page, interior otherwise clean.
Ex-library. Location label to foot of spine, shelf number to front pastedown in fine hand, small stamp to verso of title
page. An attractive copy. $450.
* Only edition. This is an interesting, historically grounded study of German criminal and civil procedure. A valuable work
for legal historians, a facsimile edition was issued in 1965 by O. Zeller. Three of the woodcuts depict court scenes, the
fourth is an allegorical (?) woodland court with animals. In this image a fox is being led to the gallows for his murder of a
hen. (A lion is the judge, the executioner is a cat.) All of the images are discussed in the text. OCLC locates 4 copies, 1 in
North America (at the University of Alberta). Other copies located at the Library of Congress and Harvard and Yale Law
Schools. Not in the British Museum Catalogue or Roberts. Order This Item
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Witty Nineteenth-Century Illustrated
Accounts of Trials in the Criminal Courts of Paris
19. Moinaux, Jules [1825-1895].
"Stop," Illustrations.
Les Tribunaux Comiques. [2e Série]. Paris: A. Chevalier-Marescq, 1882. [iv], xxx, 395 [1] pp. Frontispiece. Illustrations.
[With]
Moinaux, Jules.
"Stop," Illustrations.
Silvestre, Paul Armand [1837-1901], Introduction.
Les Tribunaux Comiques. [3e Série]. Paris: A. Chevalier-Marescq, 1884. xii, 383 pp. Frontispiece. Illustrations.
Octavo (7" x 4-1/2"). Illustrated publisher wrappers bound into later mottled calf, gilt fillets and morocco lettering pieces
to spines, marbled endpapers. Negligible light rubbing to extremities, light toning and light foxing to text. $250.
* First issues. Moinaux was a notable French writer, playwright and librettist. Written over several years, his humorous
accounts of trials in the criminal courts of Paris appeared in such publications as La Gazette des Tribunaux and Le Charivari.
Embellished with witty illustrations by Stop, Les Tribunaux Comiques are illustrated collections of these pieces. He published
five volumes, the first in 1882, the last in 1894. Each is complete in itself and bibliographically distinct. Order This Item
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Illustrated Account of a Belgian Priest With a
Gambling Addiction Who Committed Several Murders
20. [Murder].
[Pierlot, Jacques (1750-1786)].
La Vie de Jacques Pierlot, Prêtre & Marguillier de la Paroisse de Vervier, Ville de la Principauté de Liège; Avec tous les Détails de son
Crime, De sa Dégradation, & De son Supplice. Liège: Chez Lemarié, 1786. 52 [i.e., 50] pp. Etched portrait frontispiece. Four
etched plates. Octavo (6-1/2" x 4").
Nineteenth-century quarter sheep over marbled boards, gilt fillets and title to spine, marbled endpapers. Moderate rubbing
to extremities with some wear to spine ends and corners, recent owner bookplate to front pastedown. Moderate toning to
text, faint dampstaining to head of frontispiece and title page, clean tear to lower inner corner of title repaired on verso,
bottom line of caption cropped on second plate, final two leaves cropped and re-hinged. Laid in is a copy of the 17 March
1786 Avertissemens de Liège, a handbill of local publisher advertisements, including one for this publication. $1,500.
* Only edition. A sensationalistic chapbook about a Belgian priest with a gambling addiction who murdered a creditor and
members of the latter's household. He was sentenced by an ecclesiastical tribunal to degradation (permanent removal from
clerical office), which was carried out in a public ceremony, then sentenced by a municipal tribunal to be tortured and
strangled. The plates depict his degradation and punishment. Chapbooks such as this one were an expression of the anticlericalism that was a vital part of Enlightenment Francophone culture in the years preceding the French Revolution.
OCLC locates 12 copies, 1 in North America (Library of Congress). Not in the British Museum Catalogue. Order This Item
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With Plates Depicting Executions
21. Ramos del Manzano, Juan Francisco [d. 1668].
Tribonianus, Sive Errores Triboniani de Poena Parricidii in [Paragraph Symbol] Alia Deinde Lex 6. Inst. De Publicis Judiciis.
Academica Analecta. Leiden: Apud Janssonios Vander Aa., 1728. [xxxii], 384, [20] pp. Three copperplates, two folding.
Copperplate text illustrations. Quarto (9-1/2" x 7-1/2").
Recent period-style paneled calf, raised bands and lettering piece to spine. Title page, with large copperplate vignette,
printed in red and black, copperplate title page with architectural border. Moderate toning to text, light foxing in places,
small faint stains to one of the plates, internally clean. A handsome copy. $1,000.
* Third edition. A notable commentary on the sections of the Institutes dealing with parricide. Tribonium was the principal
author of this section. As the title indicates, Ramos argues that some of his points are erroneous. The three plates depict
execution scenes. First published in 1628, this book went through four editions, the last in 1752. All editions are scarce.
OCLC locates 7 copies of the third edition in North America, 4 in law libraries (Columbia, Harvard, UC-Berkeley, Yale).
Roberts, A South African Legal Bibliography 252. Order This Item
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With a Eulogy for Selden by Ben Jonson
22. Selden, John [1584-1654].
Titles of Honor: By the Late Famous and Learned Antiquary John Selden. Carefully Corrected With Additions and Amendments by the
Author. London: E. Tyler and R. Holt, 1672. [xxxiv], 756 pp. Copperplate portrait frontispiece, six large copperplate
illustrations depicting men in court dress and several woodcut illustrations of coins, medals, insignia and maps in text.
Folio (12" x 9").
Eighteenth-century speckled calf, gilt spine with raised bands and gilt title, careful repair to joints near head of spine,
corners bumped and somewhat worn, pastedowns, loose, front hinge starting. Light rubbing and some minor nicks and
scuffs to boards, moderate rubbing to extremities, Light toning to text, somewhat heavier in places, light edgewear to a
few leaves, very light soiling to title page. $400.
* Third and best edition. With a eulogy by Ben Jonson. Selden's great historical work on nobility begins with a general
discussion of titles and nobility. The following chapters consider the nobility of ancient Greece and Rome, Europe, the
British Isles, the Roman Catholic and Greek Orthodox Churches, the Middle East and Asia. The final chapters survey
various aspects of ceremony and precedence. First published in 1614, this work went through three editions. The third is
the best because it contains substantial additions. English Short-Title Catalogue R218681. Order This Item
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Sem's Account of a Notable Treason Trial
23. [Trial].
Sem [Gorsat (Goursat), Georges (1863-1934)].
Bolo, Paul [d. 1918], Defendant.
Affaire Bola-Pacha: 68 Croquis d'Audience par Sem. [Paris: S.n., c. 1918]. 68 lithographic images on 24 sheets and a sheet of
captions in a printed wrapper housed in a printed folder. 12-1/2" x 10." From a signed edition of 300 on Arches paper,
this number 283.
Light soiling and edgewear to outer folder, a few minor tears along fold lines, short minor tear to spine of inner folder,
light stain to caption sheet, plates fine. $1,750.
* The Bolo Pasha affair involved a French traitor, Paul Bolo, who convinced the Egyptian Khedive (Viceroy), Abbas
Hilmi, to sponsor an anti-war movement in France through the press using $2,500,000 raised from German sources.
(Granted the title Pasha by the Khedive, Bolo renamed himself Bolo Pasha.) Convicted of treason, he was executed by a
firing squad in April 1918.
Sem's caricatures portray the judge, defendant, witnesses and judges at various points in the trial. Gorsat, or Goursat, was
a French caricaturist and illustrator active from the late nineteenth century to 1934. His lasting fame rests on his depictions
of French ruling class and French high society during the Belle Epoque. He was a regular contributor to the leading French
periodicals, produced albums of caricatures depicting current events and social life and designed several path-breaking
advertisements. His work is highly esteemed today. Order This Item
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The Execution of Benedict Arnold's Handler
24. [Smith, Horace W. (1825-1891), Editor].
Andre, John [1751-1780].
Andreana. Containing the Trial, Execution and Various Matter Connected with the History of Major John Andre, Adjutant General of the
British Army in America, A.D. 1780. Philadelphia: Published by Horace W. Smith, 1865. [iv], 67, [4] pp. With 9 tissueguarded copperplate portraits and 3 facsimiles, 1 folding. Extra-illustrated with an additional 2 tissue-guarded copperplates.
Octavo (9" x 5-1/2").
Contemporary three-quarter morocco over cloth, gilt rules to morocco edges, raised bands and gilt fillets and title to spine.
Light rubbing to boards and extremities, corners bumped and lightly worn. General title page printed in red and black.
Light toning to interior, occasional faint offsetting from plates, light foxing to a few plates, small clean tear to bottom-edge
of general title page, light edgewear to folding plate, clean tears along fold lines and a small hole adjacent to image mended
on verso with archival tape, early ownership stamp (of D[avid] Hudson Shedaker) to reverse of frontispiece. $450.
* Only edition, one of 100 copies printed in octavo. A reprint of a 1780 title with additional illustrations, this work gives an
account of the execution of John Andre, an officer in the British Army. In 1779, Andre became head of the British Secret
Service in America and was the British Army's primary point of contact with American traitor Benedict Arnold. While
working with Arnold, he was captured behind American lines and hanged as a spy, despite his requests to be treated as a
prisoner of war. A popular figure in colonial society before the war, his death was lamented as a necessity, but a highly
regrettable one by figures like Alexander Hamilton and the Marquis de Lafayette. He came to be viewed as something of a
tragic figure in post-Revolutionary literature through accounts like the one presented here. Order This Item
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A 1930 Fire that Killed Over 300 Ohio Prisoners
25. Thomas, T.J.
Gallagher, Dan W.
The Spotlight on Ohio's Black Crime. Cleveland: C. Margolian, 1930. 127 pp. Illustrated.
Softbound, printed wrappers. Light soiling, wear to spine ends and corners, light browning to interior, corner folds and
missing corners to several leaves at beginning and end of text. $450.
* Only edition. A damning account of the 1930 Ohio Penitentiary fire that killed over 300 prisoners. "The purpose of this
volume is not so much to condemn what has gone before as it is to turn the searchlight on general conditions in the Ohio
Penitentiary, which is but a counterpart of similar corrective institutions throughout the country, with the end in view of
bringing about a reform that will remove our houses of correction from the same category as the hideous dungeons of
medieval times. Penal institutions for men and women are a necessary evil, but the evil should not be increased by making
them torture chambers, receiving stations for insane asylums, and horrible death traps such as the West Cell block of
Columbus penitentiary proved to be" (4). OCLC locates 9 copies, 4 outside of Ohio, none in law libraries.
Order This Item
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The Murder of James Fisk: McDade 922
26. [Trial].
Stokes, Edward [1841-1901], Defendant.
Life, Trial and Conviction of Edward Stokes, For the Assassination of Jas. Fisk, Jr. To Which is Added, The Life and Eventful Career of
Josephine Mansfield. The Interesting Trial. Many Secrets Now for the First Time Made Public. Philadelphia: Published by Barclay &
Co., [1873]. [ii], 19-111, [1] pp. 12 full-page woodcuts. Complete. Octavo (9-1/4" x 5-3/4").
Stab-stitched pamphlet in pictorial wrappers. Light soiling and a few faint dampstains and minor tears to wrappers, spine
abraded, moderate wear to corners of wrappers and text block. Moderate toning to interior, corners of some leaves dogeared, faint stains to a few leaves. $1,250.
* Only edition, one of two issues. "Jim Fisk...was a financial wonder in New York in 1872. Edward Stokes had been
associated with him in the oil business, but they had become engaged in a bitter legal battle which originated when Stokes
stole Fisk's mistress, Josie Mansfield. In retaliation Fisk had charged Stokes with embezzling oil company funds; Stokes
replied with a charge of false imprisonment. Then Mansfield threatened to publish letters from Fisk revealing some of his
transactions. On January 5 an injunction was issued restraining the publication of the letters; on the next day Josie
Mansfield was exposed to a humiliating cross-examination in police court on her relations with Fisk. Stokes, in a rage,
followed Fisk to the Broadway Central Hotel where he shot him on the stairs. After two trials the state could only convict
Stokes of third-degree manslaughter" (McDade, annotation to 917).
This Barclay account was published after the second trial. It was also issued by Barclay with the imprint: "Cleveland,
Ohio: Great Western Publishing Company, [1872]." OCLC locates 2 copies in law libraries (Harvard, Yale), both with the
Philadelphia imprint. McDade, The Annals of Murder 922. Order This Item
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Extra-Illustrated with Portraits of the Defendants
27. [Trials].
Hawles, Sir John [1645-1716].
Remarks Upon the Tryals of Edward Fitzharris, Stephen Colledge, Count Coningsmark, The Lord Russel, Collonel Sidney, Henry Cornish,
And Charles Bateman. As Also on the Earl of Shaftsbury's Grand Jury, Wilmore's Homine Replegiando, And the Award of Execution
Against Sir Thomas Armstrong. London: Printed for Jacob Tonson, 1689. [iv], 104 pp. Extra-illustrated with 11 copperplate
portraits, mostly of the defendants.
[Bound with]
Hawles, Sir John.
A Reply to a Sheet of Paper, Intituled, The Magistracy and Government of England Vindicated: Or, A Justification of the English Method of
Proceedings Against Criminals, By Way of Answer to the Defence of the Late Lord Russel's Innocence, &c. London: Printed for Israel
Harrison and Jacob Tonson, 1689. [ii], 36, 33-36 pp. Lacking initial advertisement leaf, leaves K1-2 repeated.
Folio (11-3/4" x 7-1/2"). Recent pebbled cloth, blind fillets to boards, gilt and blind fillets to spine, blind fillets to inside
board edges. Negligible light rubbing to extremities. Moderate toning to interior, somewhat heavier to title pages, light
foxing in a few places. Remarks: small ink library stamp (of Robert Washington Oates) and early ink annotation to title
page, which has small mends to both ends of its gutter, small tear to text block of leaf B1 (pp. 1-2) neatly mended without
loss, small holes and tears to gutters mended in a few places, mostly discreetly, small hole to text block of final leaf, which
is lightly soiled, no loss to legibility. $1,250.
* Only editions. Edward Fitzharris [1648?-1681] and his accomplices were conspirators against King Charles II and James,
Duke of York. The trials of Fitzharris and his accomplices are notable because they raised a set of jurisdictional issues
involving the courts and the two Houses of Parliament. These issues, which involve constitutional questions as well, are
discussed in Hawles's Remarks and the subsequent Reply. He concludes that the parties, while guilty, were tried illegally.
Our copy of Remarks is extra-illustrated with engraved copperplate portraits of the seven defendants, Sir Edward Coke
and Charles II. Most of these date from the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, though some are likely earlier. It
was most likely acquired by Robert Washington Oates [1874-1958], an important collector and antiquarian dealer, after the
plates were added. English Short-Title Catalogue R10368, R12198. Order This Item
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With Sixteen Hand-Colored Plates, Three by George Cruikshank
28. [Trials].
Moore, A.
[Cruikshank, George, Illustrator].
[Jenkins, J., Illustrator].
The Annals of Gallantry; Or, The Conjugal Monitor: Being a Collection of Curious and Important Trials for Divorces, And Actions of Crim.
Con. During the Present Reign; Accompanied with Biographical Memoirs and Anecdotes, And Illustrated with Notes. London: Printed for
the proprietors, And Sold by M. Jones, 1814-1815. Three volumes. 17 (of 18) hand-colored plates (3 bound as
frontispieces), 2 uncolored plates. The 3 color plates by Cruikshank present, 2 by J. Jenkins lacking. Octavo (8" x 5").
Later signed Riviere morocco bindings, two volumes carefully rebacked retaining spines, gilt rules to boards, gilt spines
with raised bands, gilt tooling to board edges, top edges gilt, gilt inside dentelles, colored endpapers, deckle fore and
bottom edges, some signatures unopened, hinges of Volume I repaired. Some rubbing to extremities, corners of Volumes
II and III bumped and somewhat worn, joints and hinges of Volume II starting, owner bookplate (of Marie L. Herrman)
to front pastedown of each volume. Light toning to text, slightly heavier in places, a few leaves have faint offsetting from
plates. A handsome set. $3,500.
* Only edition (in this form). The Annals of Gallantry was originally issued in 18 monthly parts from March 1, 1814 to
August 1, 1815. It aimed to amuse and titillate. The accounts in these volumes are valuable nevertheless for their accurate
reports and vivid background histories. What is more, this collection is a fascinating document of English social and legal
attitudes toward adultery and divorce during the age of George IV and Jane Austen. The Plates by Cruikshank, all in
Volume I, are "Lady Grosvenor and the Duke of Cumberland Surprised by the Servant," "The Unwelcome Intruders" and
"The Elopement of Lady W---- with Lord Paget." Cohn, A Bibliographical Catalogue of the Printed Works Illustrated by George
Cruikshank 573. Order This Item
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Illustrated Accounts of "The Most
Notorious Malefactors" of Eighteenth-Century Britain
29. Villette, John, Primary Author.
The Annals of Newgate; Or, Malefactors Register. Containing a Particular and Circumstantial Account of the Lives, Transactions, And
Trials of the Most Notorious Malefactors, Who Have Suffered an Ignominious Death for Their Offences, viz. for Parricide, Murder, Treason,
Robbery, Burglary, Piracy, Coining, Forgery, And Rapes: From the Commitment of the Celebrated John Sheppard, To the Acquittal of the
Equally Celebrated Margaret Caroline Rudd. Including a Period of Fifty Years and Upwards, Both in Town and Country. Calculated To
Expose the Desormity of Vice, The Infamy and Punishments Naturally Attending Those who Deviate from the Paths of Virtue; And
Intended as a Beacon to Warn the Rising Generation Against the Temptations, The Allurements, And the Dangers of Bad Company. The
Former Part Extracted from Records; And the Histories and Transactions of the Modern Convicts, Communicated by the Unhappy Sufferers
Themselves, Since the Author has Been Appointed to His Present Office. By the Rev. Mr. Villette, Ordinary of Newgate, And Others.
London: Printed for J. Wenman, 1776. Four volumes. 37 copperplates, 3 are frontispieces in Volumes I-III. One plate in
Volume I misbound (it faces p.396, not p.395). All plates present, text complete. Octavo (8-1/4" x 5-1/4").
Contemporary tree-calf, raised bands, lettering pieces and gilt ornaments to spines, gilt tooling to board edges, marbled
endpapers. Light rubbing and a few minor nicks and scratches to boards, somewhat heavier rubbing to extremities, hinges
cracked or starting. Moderate toning, light foxing in a few places, some offsetting from plates, leaves B1-B2 (pp.1-4) in
Volume III just beginning to detached, but secure. A handsome set. $3,000.
* Only edition. Presented as a "beacon to warn the rising generation," Villette's chronicle provides accounts of some of
the most infamous criminals of eighteenth-century England, such as Sarah Malcolm, Eugene Aram, Elizabeth Brownrigg
and Richard Turpin. The plates, some of them quite lurid, depict criminals, crimes and execution. OCLC locates 6 copies
in North American law libraries (Case Western Reserve University, Harvard, Library of Congress, University of Cincinnati,
University of Michigan, Yale). English Short-Title Catalogue T117296. Order This Item
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A Handsomely Illustrated History of the Middle Temple
30. Worsley, Charles [d. 1739].
Ingpen, Arthur Robert [1857-1917], Editor.
Master Worsley's Book on the History and Constitution of the Honourable Society of the Middle Temple. London: Printed at the
Chiswick Press, 1910. x, 340 pp. Frontispiece and 22 plates, all with tissue guards, 4 folding plans, 1 in color. Complete.
Contemporary quarter-morocco over cloth, gilt rules to boards, gilt arms of the Middle Temple to center of front board,
gilt title to spine, top edge gilt, deckle fore and bottom edges. Light rubbing to spine, which is lightly faded, and
extremities, corners bumped. Light toning to interior, light foxing in a few places, minor edgewear to folding tables. $200.
* Only edition. Admitted to the Middle Temple in 1690, Worsley wrote a manuscript history of the Middle Temple in
1734. Ingpen's annotated and handsomely illustrated edition of the manuscript is prefaced by a lengthy introduction. It
includes appendices treating such topics as the title of the Middle Temple, readers's feasts and readings, ceremony at
moots and the manner of keeping Grand Christmas. Order This Item
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